
DWR at Prolyte Group Awards

Prolyte’s Marina Prak with Robert Izzett from
DWR.

During its yearly PIE event (Prolyte Immersion Event), which was held in Amsterdam from 10-12 January,
Prolyte honoured its distributing network by handing out awards for highest turnover levels, non-turnover related
achievements and awards for special contribution. South African based DWR Distribution was delighted to
receive two awards at the dinner, a Platinum Dealer Award and a Regional Development Award.

Robert Izzett from DWR attended the event, which coincided with Prolyte’s 25th Anniversary. “This is actually
amazing and something Prolyte are very proud of,” said Robert. “The entire Prolyte team is in a great place
where everyone is passionate about what they do. It’s very positive.”

Platinum Awards were presented to the top dealers around the world, and DWR were honored to receive this
acknowledgement. DWR’s second award was the Regional Development Award. “Well done to the efforts to
everyone at DWR who are helping to make a success of the business,” said Robert.

Ending on a high, congratulations to the Prolyte Group who has announced the inauguration of its new purpose-
built factory in Piatra Olt, Romania. By opening this ultra-modern manufacturing location, Prolyte reaffirms its
vanguard position. The complete bespoke factory, including all equipment, procedures and personnel has
obtained a EN1090 certification in the highest execution class III and is further ISO 3834-2 certified by the
International Institute of Welding.

The total group manufacturing capacity will grow by 250%, which is vital for the continued world wide sales
expansion.

Prolyte is confident that the new facility will cement its position as market leader in terms of volume, quality and
global network reach, as well as giving a solid foundation for its continued international expansion.
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